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Let E be a compact subset of the complex plane with positive dx dy measure. 
For each p, 1 < p < co, let Rp(E dx dy) denote the closure in Lp(E, dx dy) 
of the rational functions having no poles on E. We give an example where E 
has empty interior and the functions in Rp(E, dx dy), p > 2, are uniquely 
determined by their values on any set of positive dx dy measure in E. Earlier, 
Sinanjan (Sibirsk Mat. 2. 6 (1965), 1365-1381) obtained a somewhat weaker 
result along these lines and he also proved that this phenomenon can never 
occur when 1 < p < 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a compact subset of the complex plane C. Assume that E 
has positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For each p, 
1 < p < co, let LP(E, dx dy) be the linear space of all complex- 
valued functionsf for which 1 f 1~ is integrable and endow D(E, dx dy) 
with the usual norm 
Denote by R(E) the subspace of all rational functions having no poles 
on E and let @(E, dx dy) be the closure of R(E) in L*(E, dx dy). 
To make the notation more concise it is customary to writeP(E) and 
P(E) in place of P(E, dx dy) and Rp(E, dx dy), respectively. Since 
we are considering Lebesgue measure exclusively, this causes no 
ambiguity. Finally, C(E) will designate the set of all continuous 
functions on E and R(E) will consist of those functions in C(E) which, 
on E, are uniformly approximable by functions in R(E). 
In order that a sequence& ,j = 1,2,..., belonging to R(E) converge 
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in the norm of L*(E) it follows from the area mean value theorem that 
convergence must be uniform on compact subsets of E”. Here, EO 
stands for the interior of E. Thus, as an element of U(E), the limit 
“function” has a representative which is analytic in EO. Consequently, 
if E” is connected and if the boundary of E (denoted aE> has measure 
zero each function in Rp(E) is uniquely determined by its values on 
any set of positive dx dy measure. It might therefore be asked if 
Rp(E) can enjoy the same uniqueness property although EO is empty. 
Of course, in that case one would not assume that 8E has measure 
zero. This question was first raised by Sinanjan in [ 121 and [13]. At 
that time Sinanjan gave a somewhat incomplete answer. He proved 
that there exist compact sets E which have no interior and which 
have the property that whenever two functions in Rp(E), p > 2, 
agree on a relatively open subset of E they agree almost everywhere 
on E. He also proved [13] ( see also [4, p. 2991) that, whenever E is 
compact and lacks interior, Rp(E) = P(E) if 1 < p < 2, which 
precludes the possibility of Rp(E) p ossessing the uniqueness property 
under those circumstances. Our main objective here is to answer 
Sinanjan’s original question in case p 3 2. 
MAIN THEOREM. There exists a compact set E, having no interior 
and positive dx dy measure such that whenever two functions in Rp(E,), 
p >, 2, coincide on a set of positive measure in E, they coincide almost 
everywhere. 
The proof relies on the Denjoy Theorem [6], for quasi analytic 
classes and a few elementary facts concerning the geometry of sets 
with finite perimeter. The basic idea is similar to one used by the 
author in [4, p. 3011 to obtain a weaker result and it allows us to avoid 
lengthy computations such as those found in [12] and [13]. 
2. THE SWISS CHEESE 
In the event that R(E) = C(E) it is clear that RP(E) = Lp(E) for all 
p > 1 and therefore Rp(E) fails to have the uniqueness property 
described in the Main Theorem. Mergeljan [9, p. 3111, has exhibited 
a class of compact plane sets E which have no interior and for which 
R(E) # C(E). T o obtain such a set one removes from a Jordan 
domain D with rectifiable boundary a sequence of Jordan domains Di , 
j = 1, 2,..., having mutually nonintersecting rectfiable boundaries 
such that xi length (aDi) < co and so that no interior is left. The set 
D\uT=l Dj together with 8D is called a “Swiss Cheese.” It is well 
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known [9, p. 3131, that every Swiss cheese has positive planar measure. 
In fact, this is a simple consequence of Lemma 1 below. It is also 
known that there are Swiss cheeses E such that Rp(E) # Lp(E) for 
any p > 2 (see [4, p. 3011). We shall see in Section 4 that the set E,, 
of the Main Theorem can be chosen to be a suitable constructed 
Swiss cheese. 
In order to construct E,, we shall make use of the following lemma 
which describes the cross sectional nature of a Swiss cheese. This 
lemma was initially brought to my attention by W. K. Allard and it is 
a special case of more general results concerning arbitrary sets of 
“finite perimeter.” 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a Swiss cheese and for each real number x let 
E, = {Z E E: Re z = x). Let LY = infZE, Re z and /? = SUP,,~ Re Z. 
Then, for almost every x with respect o linear measure in the interval 
[a, p] the set E, is the union of$nitety many nondegenerate intervals. 
Remark. It follows from Lemma 1 that almost every pair of 
points in a Swiss cheese E can be joined by an arc consisting of 
finitely many line segments in E and finitely many subarcs of 8D and 
aq ,j = 1,2,... . It is this property of the Swiss cheese that will be of 
particular importance later on. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Assume that E = (D\lJTG1 Di) u i?D, where D 
and Di , i = 1, 2 ,..., are Jordan domains having the properties 
outlined above. Put D, = D. For each real number x let N,(x) 
denote the number of points in E, n aD, , By a theorem of Banach [2], 
Ni(x) < cc for almost all x and 
I 
8 
N,(x) dx < length@DJ. 
Thus, it follows from thi monotone convergence theorem for intergrals 
that 
1” f N,(X) dx = f 1” N,(x) dx < f length(aDj) < 0~). 
a j-0 j=o a j=O 
Hence, Xi”,, N,(x) < co for almost every x E [01, /3]. For such an x all 
but finitely many iVi(x) are zero. Q.E.D. 
3. BOUNDEDPOINT DERIVATIONS AND THE BERGMAN KERNEL 
Let E be compact and fix 5 E E. For each f E [W(E) let f tn)(<), 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., denote the n-th derivative off evaluated at 5. It is to 
be understood that f (O)(C) = f (C). We say that RP(E) has a bounded 
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point derivation of order n at { if there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that If( < Cllfll, f or allf E R(E); that is, if the map f +f(“)(c) 
can be extended from R(E) to a bounded linear functional on P(E). 
Bounded point derivations of order zero are usually called bounded 
point evaluations (see [4]). It is clear that R@(E) has bounded point 
derivations of all orders at each interior point of E. In case p 3 2, 
we shall see in Section 4 that this phenomenon is not the exclusive 
property of points in E”. 
Bounded point evaluations have been used extensively by the 
author [4, 51, in connection with various problems in L@ approximation 
theory. Higher order derivations, on the other hand, have not 
previously been employed in this context. The study of point deriva- 
tions for R(E), relative to the uniform norm, was initiated by Wermer 
in [14] and is the forerunner to this investigation. (We recall here that 
R(E) has a bounded point derivation of order n at 5 if [ f(n)(c)i < 
C supE If 1 for some constant C and all f E R(E)). Included among 
Wermer’s results in an example of a Swiss cheese E with the property 
that R(E) admits a bounded point derivation of order 1 at almost 
every point of E. This was subsequently generalized by Hallstrom [7], 
who constructed a Swiss cheese E with the added feature that R(E) 
admits bounded point derivations of every order at almost all points 
of E. To accomplish this he first obtained a condition which is 
necessary and sufficient for R(E) to have a bounded point derivation of 
a given order at a fixed point of E. That condition is expressed in 
terms of analytic capacity and it extends a well known result of 
Melnikov concerning peak points for R(E). By introducing additional 
capacities, Hedberg [8] h as recently obtained analogous criteria to test 
for bounded point derivations on RP(E), p > 2. 
In order to obtain a set of the type described in the Main Theorem 
we shall construct a Swiss cheese E, having the following properties: 
For almost every 5 E E, , 
(i) Rp(E,), p > 2, has bounded point derivations of all orders 
at 5; 
(ii) there exists a sequence A, , n = 0, 1, 2,..., depending only 
onp and 5, such that 
for each f E Iw(E,). 
By virtue of property (i), the examples of Hallstrom and Wermer 
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cited above will be included as special cases. Property (ii) is a quasi- 
analyticity condition due to Denjoy [6]. Later, it will be essential to 
know that almost every pair of points [i , (a in Es can be joined by a 
polygonal arc, along which the constants A, are independent of 
position. For the time being, however, we shall concentrate on 
properties (i) and (ii). 
For the purpose of this investigation we may assume that p = 2, 
since if (ii) is satisfied for a given value of p it is satisfied for all larger 
values by Holder’s inequality. Also, it will be convenient to have the 
components of C\E,, bounded by analytic curves; by circles for 
instance. Let us suppose, therefore, that D is a closed region whose 
boundary consists of the unit circle and a finite number of disjoint 
circles lying inside the open unit disk. If 5 E Q” we have seen that 
the map f +f(5) is a bounded linear functional on R2(9). Thus, by 
the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique function 
K(x, 5) in ri2(Q) such that 
for every f E R”(Q). (The ( ) around K(x, 6) in (1) indicates complex 
conjugation). K(z, C) is called the Bergman kernel function for 1;2 and 
it has the following properties. 
(a) For each 5 E sz”, K(x, 1;) is analytic as a function of z in a 
neighborhood of D and for each compact subset W of Q’ there 
exists a constant C, depending on W, such that 
J-1 I G, %>I” dx 4 < C for all 5 E W, D 
(b) K(x, <) = (K([, x)) for all z, 5 E Q”. 
Property (a) depends on the fact that 8.Q is the union of finitely many 
analytic curves, whereas property (b) is enjoyed by the kernel function 
of an arbitrary domain. Both are well known and their proofs can be 
found in the book of Bergman [3]. 
It follows from Cauchy’s integral formula for derivatives, property 
(a) and, Fubini’s theorem that differentiation under the integral sign 
in (1) is permissable and hence 
f’“‘(5) = jj-/(Z) & (0% 5)) dx dy> n = 1, 2,..., (2) 
for all f E R2(Q). Th en, because (@K/@)(z, &,) belongs to R”(Q) as a 
580/12/3-6* 
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function of z for each &, E JP, it can easily be seen that, as a linear 
functional on I?(Q), the map f -jf’“)(&,) has norm exactly equal to 
the square root of (a2”K/az” acn)(&,  5,). The next lemma allows us 
to control the growth of these derivatives to the extent that, as the 
interior of D is removed by deleting additional disks, we can ensure 
that the resulting Swiss cheese has the desired properties (i) and (ii). 
The proof is basically the one given by Aronszajn in [l, Th. 1, p. 3621 
with a few simple modifications. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q be a closed region bounded by the unit circle and a 
jnite number of disjoint circles lying inside the open unit disk. Fix 
a E Q“, assume that {z: / x - a / < r> C Q” and, put 
f2, = s2\{z: 1 x - a 1 < r}. 
Let K(z, 5) and Kr(x, i) be the Bergman kernel functions for Q and Q, , 
respectively. Then, Kr(x, 5) -+ K(z, 5) uniformly as r + 0 for x and 5 
in any fixed compact subset of P\{a}. 
Remark. Since by property (b) the Bergman kernel is analytic 
in the first variable and conjugate analytic in the second variable, it 
follows from Lemma 2 that (@+nK,/az” @) -+ (@+“K/&zm a[%) 
uniformly on compact subsets of P’ for all m and n as r -+ 0. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let W be a compact subset of @\{a>. Choose 
r. small enough so that W is contained in the interior of sZrO and let 
t < s < r. . For any [ E IV, 
< u5, 5) - w, 0, z = x + iy. (3) 
Since K,.(<, 5) d ecreases pointwise as r 4 0 [3, p. 431 and since we 
shall see that the limit is K(<, C), it follows from a theorem of Dini that 
J^s I K(z, %) - K(z, 01” dx dy - 0 %I 
uniformly for 5 E W as s, t -+ 0. Furthermore, there exists a constant 
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C > 0, depending only on the distance from W to 8Q,, such that 
for any pair of points w, 5 E W, 
Consequently, I&(x, 5) converges uniformly on Was a function of two 
variables as r ---f 0, and hence uniformly on any compact subset of 
@\(a}, to some function I&(x, 5). 
To prove that K,,(z, 5) coincides on &?‘\{a} with the Bergman 
kernel K(z, c) for 8 we must verify that for each 5 E @‘\{a}, 
(A) K,,(z, t;) belongs to P(Q) as a function of z; 
(B) f(5) = .f.fnf(z)Wo(z, 5)) dx dr for WE R”(Q). 
Because Q has only finitely many complementary components, 
P(Q) can be identified with the set of all functions which are square 
summable on Q and analytic in its interior (see [ 10, p. 1141). Also, for 
each 5, the function K&z, 0 is evidently analytic in a”\{a}. Thus, for 
the purpose of verifying (A) it is sufficient to prove that 
and that I&(x, 5) has a removable singularity at a. Hence, by [4, 
Lemma 3.61, we need only prove that JjQ 1 J&(x, c)j” dx dy < co. 
Letting t --+ 0 in (3) and applying Schwarz’s inequality to the result, 
we find that 
1 jjn, I Kk 01" dx dy11'2 
< F&, 5) - W, W” + [ jjar I K,(x, 01” dx dy]“’ 
0 
As s -+ 0 this reduces to the inequality 
Since Y,, was arbitrary, it follows that sJQ 1 K,Jz, {)I2 dx dy < co and 
we have therefore established (A). 
Condition (B) is easily verified by making use of the reproducing 
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property for &(a, l), r > 0. If f E R2(Q) and if r is sufficiently small 
f(5) = jj~~.f(zXW~ 5)) dx dy 
As r -+ 0 it follows from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem 
that the first integral on the right approaches JJ~f(z)(K,,(a, 5)) dx dy 
and it follows from Schwarz’s inequality that the second approaches 
zero. Thus, f(i) = JJJ(z)(Ko(z, c)) dx dy for all f E R2(SZ) and we 
have verified (B). Q.E.D. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
It has been known for a long time that certain properties of the 
analytic functions are actually enjoyed by functions which are not 
analytic. As early as 1921, Denjoy [6] (see also [ll, p. 151) observed 
that there are conditions, less restrictive than analyticity, under which 
a C” function is completely determined by its value and the values 
of its derivatives at a single point. He called such functions quasi- 
analytic. His idea was to impose growth conditions on the function 
and its derivatives similar to the Cauchy inequalities for analytic 
functions. 
THEOREM (Denjoy). Let f be a function of one real variable de$ned 
and having derivatives of all orders on a closed interval [a, b]. Assume 
that SUP[~,J 1 f tn) 1 < M, , n = 0, 1,2 ,... . Then, f is uniquely 
determined by its value and the values of its derivatives at any jixed 
point x0 E [a, b] if 
yfo U/~nY’” = co* 
Proof of the Main Theorem. We shall construct a Swiss cheese 
E,, in such a way that it contains a sequence of subsets Ek , k = 1,2,..., 
having the following properties: 
(1) each E, is a Swiss cheese whose complementary components are 
bounded by polygonal arcs; 
(2) meas {E,,\E,} + 0 as k -+ GO; 
(3) for each k there are positive constants A, , 71 = 0, 1, 2,..., 
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such that 
for all f E R(E,) and all 5 E Ek; 
(4) -f (-&)l’, = co. 
n=O n 
Suppose now that E,, has been constructed in the manner indicated 
and that a function f E Rp(E,-J, p > 2, vanishes on a set of positive 
dx dy measure in E, . To verify that Rp(EJ has the desired uniqueness 
property it is sufficient to prove that f = 0 almost everywhere on E,, . 
Since f is obviously in R2(Eo), it is the limit in the L2(E,,) norm of a 
sequence fi , j = 1,2 ,..., belonging to [w(E,,) and, by property (3), the 
derived sequence f p), j = 1, 2,..., converges uniformly on Ek , 
k = 1, 2,..., for each n. We may assume, then, that f has directional 
derivatives of all orders along any line segment lying in Ek , 
k = 1, 2,... . More precisely, the restriction off to such a segment can 
be viewed as a C” function of one real variable. Since f = 0 on a set 
of positive dx dy measure in E, , it follows from property (2) that 
f = 0 on a set of positive dx dy measure in Ek if K is large. For such a 
k one can deduce from Fubini’s theorem and Lemma 1 that f = 0 on 
a set of positive linear measure on some line segment I lying in Ek . 
Also, supl 1 f tn) / < A,il f )1L2(E,) and so, by property (4), f satisfies 
the conditions of Denjoy’s theorem on I with Mm = Anll f 11. Here, of 
course, fen) denotes differentiation along 1. If x,, is a point of linear 
density in I for the zero set off one can easily verify that f (n)(x,.,) = 0, 
n = 0, 1) 2 ,... . Therefore, by quasianalyticity, f vanishes identically 
on 1. Furthermore, by Lemma 1 and the accompanying remark, we 
may assume that x0 can be joined to almost any other point of Ek 
by a polygonal arc in Ek whose initial segment belongs to 1. Again, 
by quasianalyticity, f vanishes identically along any such arc, since at 
each vertex its derivatives coincide in the appropriate directions. 
One concludes, therefore, that f = 0 almost everywhere on Ek , 
Fz = 1, 2,..., and hence, by property (2), almost everywhere on E, . 
Turning now to the actual construction of E. , we make these 
notational conventions: A and d will denote the open and closed 
unit disks, respectively. For an arbitrary Swiss cheese 




we define P(E) = CT.0 length (ao,) and we call P(E) the perimeter 
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of E. In case E = DO\(JyG1 D, then P(E) = Cj”c, length (aD,) corre- 
sponds to what is usually considered to be the perimeter of E. By 
m(E) we shall mean the dx dy measure of E. Finally, we say that 
a collection of points (ui ,. .., a,} belonging to a set X is c-dense in X if 
given any x E X there exists at least one aj such that 1 x - aj ; < E. 
Construction of E,, . Fix a sequence of positive real numbers 
{~~]jm_r such that l i -+ 0 as j -+ co. 
Choose a closed polygon nr C d so that P(n,) < P(a) and 
m(J\D,) < 1. Since dist(Ui , ad) > 0, there exist constants (Al,}& 
with the property that 
(5) lf’“‘(5)l < 4, IlfllL~m > n = 0, 1, L., 
for all f E R(iI) and all 5 E 17,; 
(6) f (-&)‘;” = co. 
?l=O 
If, in fact, 6 = dist(l7, , M) it follows from Cauchy’s formula and a 
short calculation that A,, = n!/~-l/~(S/2)“+l will do. We can therefore 
select a positive integer JVi for which 
(7) 3 ($-)‘:” > 1. 
TkO 
Fix a finite number of points a, ,..., u,~ which are E,-dense in d and so 
that no aj belongs to ani . Let S, ,..., Sgl be open squares having 
their centers at a, ,..., u,~ and satisfying CTL1 P(S,) < 9. Assume 
that the closures of the Sj’s are mutually disjoint and that they do not 
meet &I or a17,. Then, in accordance with Lemma 2 and its accom- 
panying remark, select disks 
Aj = {z: 1 z - aj 1 < rj} C Sj , j = 1, L., 41 , 
small enough to ensure that if 9, = J\@, di and if f~ R(0,) then 
(8) If’“‘(l)l < 24,llfllL~(Q,) , n = 0, I,..., NI , for all 5 E (II\ (j Sj). 
j=l 
Now repeat steps (5), (6), (7), and (8). Choose a closed “polygon” 
f12 so that (nl\(J& S,) C 1T2 C Q1’, P(fl,) ,( P(Q,) and, m(Q\n,) < 4. 
Here, we mean by the word “polygon” a region II2 which is bounded 
by a polygonal arc y and a finite number of disjoint polygonal arcs 
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lying inside y. Since dist(ITa , aQ,) > 0, there are constants {AZ,}& 
such that 
(9) lf’“‘(5)l < 4, IlfllrYsa,) , n = 0, 1, 2Y.Y 
for all f E R(J’Z?r) and all 5 E 17,; 
Hence, there is a positive integer Nz > NI such that 
(11) 5 (&,“” > 1. 
N,+l 
Fix a finite number of points u,~+, ,..., u,~ which are E,-dense in Sz, and 
so that no ai belongs to 317, , X7, , or asj , i = 1, 2 ,..., qr . Let 
s ql+l 7***2 Saz be open squares having their centers at aql+r ,..., aqe 
and satisfymg J$+r I’($) < (T$)~. Assume that these squares have 
mutually disjoint closures, none of which meets 852, , X7, , X7, , or 
as, , j = 1, 2 ,..., p1 . Appeal again to Lemma 2 to select disks 
dj = (x: 1 x - ai 1 < rj} C Sj , j = qr + l,..., q2 small enough so 
that if Q, = Q,\@+r di and if f E R(s2,) then 
(12.1) lf’“‘m < 2& llfllL%,) 3 n = 0, 1,..., NI , 
for all 5 E (DI\ 0 S,) ; 
j-1 
(12.2) If’“‘(~)1 < 24, Ilfll~w,) , n = 0, l,..., N2, 
for all 5 E (I&\ c S,). 
q+1 
Continue in this manner, choosing at the (I + 1) stage a closed 
“polygon” IT1+, such that 
p(nr+,> < P(Qn,) and, m(Q,\IT,+,) < l/Ao+,) . Since dist(IT1+, , an,) > 0, 
there are constants {Atl+r),}&, with the property that 
(13) lf’“‘(Ol G 4+1h IlfllL%?J , n = 0, 1, z.... 
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for all f E lR(Q,) and all 5 E II,,,; 
Hence we can find an integer N*+, > N, such that 
(15) ;g (&Jn > 1. 
1 
Fix a finite number of points aql+, ,..., apo+l) which are E(r+,)-dense 
in Q, and so that no ai belongs to XI,, K = 1,2 ,..., I + 1 or aS, , 
i = 1, 2 ,..., qE . Let Spl+r ,..., JS’~(~+~) be open squares having their 
centers at u,~+, ,..., U~(~+)~ and satisfying 
QIL+II 
c P(S,) < (l/2)1+1. 
aa+1 
Assume that these squares have mutually disjoint closures, none of 
which meets a!Jn,, auk, or &S, for K = 1,2 ,..., 1 + 1 andj = 1, 2 ,..., or. 
Use Lemma 2 to select disks di = {z: / x - aj 1 < ri} C Si, 
j = Qz + 19.Y 9(z+1) > small enough so that if 
\ 
Qiztl) 
f-2 z+l = -Qz W 4 
91+1 
and if f~ R(Qr+,) then 
(16.1) I PWI < %z Ilfllm,,,~ , n = 0, l,..., & , 
I f’“‘(Ol < 2&l llfllrP(n,,,) , ?f. = 0, l,..., N, , 
n = 0, I) . . . . Nz,, , for all 5 E (II,,, \‘\tj” SI). 
Q,fl 
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Thus, we obtain, inductively, sets {~j}~~, , {S’j}im_l and {dj}& 
together with constants {NJ& and (Akn}&n=O. We define E,, = 
J\lJ,“E, dj and 
EI,=l& 
\ 
(=j Sj, k=1,2 ,.... 
1+9(1-l) 
It is clear that for each K = 0, 1,2,..., Ek has empty interior and 
P(E,) < co. Also, if k 3 1 the components of C\E, are evidently 
bounded by polygonal arcs. Therefore condition (1) is satisfied. To 
see that (2) is satisfied one has only to notice that 
1 
’ k+l 
1 + %{(1/2)““+’ + (l/2)=+4 + a..) 
-+O as k-+ co. 
We have used here the fact that 
m(S,) = [q]” and 1 [qq” < [$y]“. 
To verify the remaining two conditions (3) and (4) we assume that 
5 E EI, , k > 1. It follows from (16.1), (16.2) ,..., that 
If”%)1 G 4, llflho) 9 n = 0, 1, 2 ,*.., 
. 
for all f E [w(E,) with A, = 2A,, for 1 + N(,-,, < n < N, and 
1 >, K. Therefore, 
= ? (+)“” +;;I’ ( 2At;+,jn) 
lln 
+ “* 
n=O n I 
> c” (-&)‘” +; + f + ... = f-q 
n=O n 
and this completes the proof of the Main Theorem. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In his thesis (Function Spaces Related to Hypo-Dirichlet 
Algebras, Brown University, 1972) A. G. Brandstein makes this 
observation concerning the set E,: If C$ E R2(Eo) and 1 41 = 1 almost 
everywhere on E, then (b is constant. He was motivated by an attempt 
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to answer the following question: Given an arbitrary compact set E, 
does R2(E) contain a closed subspace, other than itself and (O}, which 
is invariant under multiplication by each function in R(E) ? If there 
exists a nonconstant C# E R2(E) with I+ 1 = 1 almost everywhere it is 
known [4, p. 2971, that the answer is yes. In the case of E, the answer 
is still yes due to the presence of bounded point evaluations for 
R2(E,) [4, p. 2861. Naturally, then, if one could prove that either 
R2(E) has a bounded evaluation or else there exists a nonconstant 
$ER2(E) with I$]=1 1 a most everywhere that would settle the 
invariant subspace question. There is reason to believe that this might 
be the case, since the corresponding assertion for P(E) is true when 
p # 2. As a matter of fact if p # 2 then either P(E) has a bounded 
evaluation or else P(E) = P(E) [4, p. 2991. 
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